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Sun ~ N ~ Sand at Goa
Day 01: Delhi to Goa (By Air)
Transfer to New Delhi airport for flight to Goa.
Arrive at Goa airport and transfer to your hotel for check-in.
Goa unfolds its beauty with the view of golden sand on beaches, blue waters of the sea, the sylvan
forests, Palm swathed hills, islands and riverine waters. The magnificent scenic beauty and the
architectural splendours of its temples, churches and old houses have made Goa a favorite with
travelers around the world. Goa is known as the "Pearl of the Orient" and "Rome of the East" located on
the scenic Konkan coastal region on the western coast of the country.

Stay overnight at hotel.

Day 02: Goa
Morning, half day guided sightseeing tour would cover a visit to Old Goa Churches – Basilica de Bom
Jesus Church, Se Cathedral Church, Shanta Durga Temple, and Spice Plantation Tour.
Basilica de Bom Jesus Church was constructed in 1605 and is world famous for housing the tomb and
mortal remains of St Francis Xavier who is considered by Catholics as one of the patron saints of Goa.
The body of the saint is still in very good condition even after more than 400 years, surprising for many
scientists. It is taken out and kept for public display once in every decade. The basilica is constructed in
Portuguese style and the overall architecture is mesmerizing.
Se Cathedral Church was commissioned in 1632 and it took 62 years to completion. It is considered as
one of the largest church in Asia. The church is dedicated to St Catherine, it was on her feast day, 25th
November 1510 that Alfonso de Albuquerque conquered Goa. The church is a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Both the interiors and exteriors present a mesmerizing view.
Stay overnight at hotel.
Day 03: Goa
Morning breakfast at hotel.
Rest of the day at leisure.
Stay overnight at hotel.
Day 04: Departure Goa
Morning transfer to Goa Airport to board flight for New Delhi.
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